The spherically symmetric singular perfect fluid shells are considered when their radii are equal to the event horizon (the black shells). We study their observable masses, depending at least on the three parameters, viz. the square speed of sound in the shell, instantaneous radial velocity of the shell at a moment when it reaches the horizon, and integration constant related to surface mass density. We discuss the features of black shells depending on an equation of state.
Since the classical works [1, 2] there has been a lot of progress on the investigation of thin shells in general relativity (see Refs. [3, 4, 5] ). It was found that shells are both simple and instructive models of several dynamical and cosmological objects and processes. The formalism of the thin shell theory has been widely described in the literature (see Ref. [6] for details), therefore, we shall only point out the most important features. In this letter we study a class of spherically symmetric shells of some perfect fluids. Attention will be paid to their behaviour near the event horizon.
One considers the matter thin layer with the surface stress-energy tensor of a perfect fluid in the general case (we use the units γ = c = 1, where γ is the gravitational constant)
S ab = σu a u b + p(u a u b + (3) g ab ),
where σ and p are the surface mass-energy density and pressure respectively, u is the timelike unit tangent vector, (3) g ab is the three-metric on a shell. We suppose the metrics of the space-times outside Σ + and inside Σ − of a spherically symmetric shell to be of the form
where dΩ 2 is the metric of the unit two-sphere. It is possible to show that if one introduces the proper time τ , then the 3-metric of a shell can be written in the form (3) 
where R(τ ) is a proper radius of a shell. Define a simple jump of the second fundamental forms across a shell as [K
where
where n is a proper distance (time-like or space-like in the general case, space-like in our case) in the normal direction. The Einstein equations on a shell then read [5, 7] 
Besides, an integrability condition of the Einstein equations is the energy conservation law for shell matter. In terms of the proper time it can be written as
is the projection of stress-energy tensors in the Σ ± space-times on the tangent and normal vectors,
In this equation, the first term corresponds to a change in the shell's internal energy, the second term corresponds to the work done by the internal forces of the shell, while the third term corresponds to the flux of energy across a shell.
For clarity we study below the class of the black shells with the most simple event horizons, therefore, we suppose the space-times (1) to be the Schwarzschild's (thereby the special case of the Minkowski flat space-time is also included). We assume
where M ± is the total energy of the configuration with respect to static distant observers in the space-times Σ + and Σ − respectively. It corresponds to a body with the mass M − surrounded by a shell. Then a computation of the extrinsic curvatures yields
and we can write Eq. (3) in the form
is interpreted as the effective rest mass,Ṙ = dR/dτ is a proper velocity of a shell,
It is well-known that ǫ = +1 if R increases in the outward normal direction to the shell (e.g., it takes place in a flat space-time), and ǫ = −1 if R decreases (semiclosed world). Thus, only under the additional choice ǫ + = ǫ − = 1 we have an ordinary (black hole type) shell [5, 8, 9] . It seems to be the most physical case. For definiteness in the letter we deal only with such shells, the rest of the cases can easily be considered by analogy.
As for the conservation law (5), one can obtain that [T ] is identically zero for the Schwarzschild space-times (6) . Further, we assume the equation of state of the shell matter to be that of some perfect fluid, viz.,
This equation includes the most studied cases: the dust shell p = 0 [2, 8, 10] , radiation fluid shell σ − 2p = 0 [7] , and bubble σ + p = 0 [5, 11, 12] . If η > 0, it can be interpreted as a square component of the vector of a speed of sound in the shell. Then for a spatially twodimensional homogeneous fluid the square speed of sound is 2η. From the physical viewpoint some η appear to be inadmissible. For instance, if a fluid is required to satisfy the dominant energy condition, σ ≥ |p|, one obtains the constraint
If a fluid is required to satisfy the causality condition, we get the constraint
where one takes into account spatial two-dimensionality of a fluid. Nevertheless, the aim of this letter is to study the general case of arbitrary η. So, solving the differential equation (5) with respect to σ, we obtain
where C is the integration constant determined by the specific shell's matter. The value of C is closely related to the value of surface mass density (or pressure) at fixed R. We consider ordinary shells not wormholes [5, 7] , therefore, σ ≥ 0 is required. It should also be noted that from Eq. (9) at positive densities σ, it follows that M + > M − for any R,Ṙ and m(R) = 0. Otherwise, matching of the space-times is impossible. The equations (9), (10) , and (14) together with the choice of the signs ǫ ± completely determine the motion of the perfect fluid shell. So, we have all the necessary equations to consider the behavior of the shells near the horizon.
First
and thus, the shell radial velocity with respect to a static external observer is determined by the expression
It can easily be seen that this velocity asymptotically vanishes at the horizon point R = 2M + , therefore, under external distant observation the black shell is static. Thus, we can also consider the black shell as a model of a black hole. What are the parameters of the objects obtained? What is the difference between the black shells made of several fluids? These are problems we must resolve. So, let us consider the fluid shell passing through the external event horizon R = 2M + . Define the instantaneous radial velocity of the shell at a moment, when it reaches the horizon, as v =Ṙ| R=2M + .
We assume v = 0, otherwise K τ τ becomes infinite (8) . Then the equation of motion (9) yields the equation with respect to the external mass M + of a black shell in the general case
For our black shells, taking into account Eqs. (10) and (14), we have
We obtain the algebraic equation with respect to M + . Thus, the dependency of the external (observable) total mass-energy on the internal one is nonlinear and the total mass-energy M + is not a sum M − + f (C, η), as it would take place in the non-relativistic case. This is a simple reflection of the known fact, that within the framework of general relativity the energy superposition principle is not valid as a rule. Also it can readily be seen that when the black shell is formed, the kinetic energy is converted into the observable total mass too. Let us perform the analysis of the obtained equation for several η. It comes easy to us because we can consider the inverse function M − (C, η, v; M + ). Naturally we divide all shells into the five classes with respect to η. These cases are illustrated in Fig.1 . The physical sector seems to be defined by the non-negative M + , M − masses (though a theory of quantum gravity could give rise to space-times of negative mass, see Ref. [13] ). Hence, in the figure the physical sector lies on the right of the M + axis.
(a) η > −1/4. This is the most physically admissible class, because it includes the class η > 0. It is easy to see, that lim
.e., we have the behavior, qualitatively described by the curve a, see Fig.1 . It should be pointed out that M + = 0 at M − = 0, i.e., the shells have a proper gravitational mass and can exist in absence of the "stuffing" M − (the so called hollow black shells). For instance, the proper Schwarzschild radii of the dust and radiation fluid shells are respectively In this case the function (17) is simply the line (b, Fig.1 
The proper gravitational mass of this black shell is the observable mass of the corresponding hollow black shell, M + = C/(1 + v 2 ). (c) −1/2 < η < −1/4. In this case the curve M − (M + ) has the single minimum point
at
One can see from Fig.1 (the curve c) that
Thus, for this class of black shells we have the ambiguity in determining the mass. Of course, this ambiguity takes place only for hollow black shells, because for stuffed black shells it lies in the unphysical sectors
In this case we also have a line (d, Fig.1 ),
. It is of interest to note that the proper gravitational mass of such black shells is zero, i. e. they can be observable only at M − = 0. In other words, if the space-time inside such shells is flat, then the external space-time will also be flat. It can easily be explained by the fact that the matter with the equation of state σ + 2p = 0 has to be a two-dimensional analog of the three-dimensional global texture (3) ε + 3 (3) p = 0, which is the topological defect having zero gravitational mass [14] .
(e) η < −1/2. This case, including the (black) bubble at η = −1, is a mirror reflection of the case (c). The curve M − (M + ) has the single maximum point given by the expressions (18), (19), just replace the subscript "min" by "max". Here we also have the ambiguity in determining the mass (except the maximum point (18), (19) and M − = 0 point (20)), but now it lies in the physical sector M − > 0, M + > 0 (see curve e). Therefore, these black shells can additionally be divided into the two subtypes with respect to the two-valued mass. Finally we calculate the proper total mass of the black bubble. From Eq. (17) one obtains
where the second root M + = M − = 0 was rejected as trivial. Thus, in this letter the classification of some barotropic perfect fluid black thin shells was considered by means of the standard Lichnerowicz-Darmois-Israel formalism, thereby the nonlinear behaviour of their total mass was of special interest.
Appendix: Frequently Asked Question
When this paper was published some people suggested me that Eq. (16) was wrongly ruled out from Eq. (9) . It seems to be true for a first look. Indeed, when we blindly substitute R = 2M + into (9) we must obtain
instead of (16). Let us show where the mistake appears. Eq. (9) follows from the equation
which when calculating extrinsic curvature K θθ can be written as
where n r± are radial components of normal vector. Each of them is obtained from the equations [2] :
where u r =Ṙ, and g 00 = −(1 − 2M/R) for our case. Thus we have 3 equations for 3 unknown variables u t , n t , n r . We find that
and Eq. (9) is evident. However, at R = 2M we have g 00 = 0 whereas last expression was ruled out in the assumption R = 2M. In other words, g 00 = 0 is the singular point of the system above and should be considered separately. We obtain
therefore, (n r ) + = 0 at the horizon point R = 2M + . It does not seem to be extraordinary: the surface of black hole is known to be null, and vectors n and u are degenerated. Thus, the first term in (22) vanishes whereas the second is obtained from (23), i.e. Eq. (16) is true.
Therefore, physical picture seems to be as follows. The hypersurfaces R = const have to be timelike when R > R R=2M + , null at R = R R=2M + , and spacelike at R < R R=2M + . Therefore, if we wish to preserve the definition of the shell as the surface R = R(s) (where s is some evolution parameter) then we cannot rigidly fix whether a (two-sided) shell has timelike, spacelike or null surfaces for all R (see also V. de la Cruz and W. Israel, Nuov. Cim. A 51 (1967) 744). Only then we obtain a model of the true collapse of standard 3D matter when the continuous set of timelike matter layers forms the black hole having null surface.
The figure
Figure 1: The qualitative plot of the observable total mass M + versus internal one for several η: (a) η > −1/4, (b) η = −1/4, (c) −1/2 < η < −1/4, (d) η = −1/2, (e) η < −1/2.
